
E.A.R. is pleased to present its new high quality multi-
functional modular hearing system.  

Modular units can be purchased with generic foam tips and 
used right out of the box. For maximum attenuation, 
comfort, and fit, they can also be used with a set of custom 
earmolds made from soft heat-curable silicone, which provide 
substantially more sound suppression than products made 

from hard acrylic. These require accurate impressions of your ears. Contact 
E.A.R. to assist you in getting properly fit. Impressions are digitally recorded 
and allow clients to order other custom products without having to be refit.
Use them for: Hunting, Shooting, Industrial, Military, Motorsports, Music, 
Aviation, Agriculture, or any setting where noise can be detrimental to hearing.  

E.A.R.’s MHS 360™ modules provide differing levels of noise protection 
for various listening situations. 
SOLID MODULES provide maximum attenuation.  

FILTERED MODULES preserve quality of sound to hear better while 
dropping intensity to a safer level.

• DEC Filtered. Good for suppressing impact sounds like gun shots.

• EARasers™ Filtered. Reduce the most harmful frequencies, while providing 
a flat frequency response. A great option to maintain clarity, especially 
for music and conversations, while reducing overall sound to a more 
comfortable level. Not recommended for impact sounds like shooting.

• HearDefenders-DF®. Dual Filtered Module with Variable Attenuation. 
As noise levels go up, so does attenuation, allowing you to hear critical 
environmental sounds while suppressing unwanted noise. Good for 
both continuous and impact sounds.

ELECTRONIC MODULES amplify quiet sounds while blocking loud noise 
and include a low battery indicator which beeps continuously when 
replacement is due, moisture protection coating, and digital circuitry that 
minimizes the danger of impact sounds. All units use a size 13 battery for 
maximum battery life.

• 2-Channel Basic Module comes with a spin dial for volume control 
and an easy Multi-Memory Button Push Button to switch between four 
popular memory modes: 
 1. Full spectrum of environmental sound.  
 2. First level electronic filtering for background sounds such as wind. 
 3. Advanced level filtered background sound reduction.  
 4. Mute.  

• 8 Channel Primo™ Module features advanced layered noise reduction 
to process noise shielding for advanced clarity. It can be ordered with 
a Push Button that controls both volume and multi-memory functions, 
or with the same spin dial for volume control and Multi-Memory Button 
Push Button as described in the 2-channel module above.

Color Options 
Electronic Modules Faceplate: Black or Hunter Tan 
Solid or Filtered Modules:  Red and Blue 
Custom Earmolds: Chameleon Ears solid colors and swirls

WARRANTY: 1-year. Contact your provider or E.A.R. for extended warranty. 
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Introducing MHS 360™ — E.A.R.’s New Modular Hearing System
Just like sports glasses with different lenses for variable light conditions, E.A.R.’s new  
MHS 360™ system comes with different modules for variable sound conditions.
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PACKAGES

E.A.R. MHS 360™ Basic Package. Includes: 
deluxe protective carrying case, one 
set of electronic modules, one set of 
HearDefenders-DF® Dual-Filtered Modules, 
One set of Solid Modules, User Guide, 
Lanyard, Cleaning Tool, Batteries and one 
set of foam tips (3 sizes).

Music Package. Coming soon! 
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MHS 360™ modular units can be used right out 
of the box, or inserted into a custom earmold.


